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Analysis of U.S. E-Commerce Sales Using Winters’ Method  Zehai Zhou Department of FEMIS, University of Houston-Downtown One Main Street, Houston, TX 77002, USA  
Abstract More than three billion people around the world have the access to the Internet or around 40% of the world population has an Internet connection, and there are over one billion websites on the World Wide Web as of August 2016 (InternetLiveStas). While these numbers are truly impressive, there is no doubt that they will continue to grow rapidly in the foreseeable future. Business on the Internet has also flourished as a consequence. Electronic commerce or e-business, the process of buying, selling, transferring, or exchanging products, service, or information via computing networks, including the Internet, is positively one of the major driving forces for businesses of all sizes today. The impact of electronic commerce is indeed phenomenal or even revolutionary. The Internet and World Wide Web have changed our society substantially in general, and the ways in which companies and organizations conduct businesses, consumers buy, sell and exchange, and individuals work, communicate, entertain, get educated, and involve in many other activities in particular. The benefits and advantages of electronic commerce are being felt in many different and meaningfully ways. Nowadays a significant portion of businesses rely either heavily or in some cases solely on the revenues or returns generated from the electronic commerce division of their corresponding businesses. More and more companies and organizations of all sizes, are working to make a greater presence in the virtual world and conduct more e-commerce because of the importance of e-commerce to the success, or sustainability, or even the very survival of the organization as well as the advantages e-business brings. U.S. Census Bureau has being conducted survey on e-commerce sales since 1999 and estimated that the total electronic sales (defined as sales of goods and services where an order is placed by the buyer or price and terms of sale are negotiated over an Internet, extranet, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) network, electronic mail, or other online system) in the U.S. This paper provides a time-series analysis of U.S. e-commerce sales for the period of 1999 - 2015 using Winters’ Method. It also includes quarterly U.S. e-commerce sales projections for the period of 2015 - 2017.      
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1. Introduction Electronic Commerce or E-Commerce (EC) refers the process of buying, selling, transferring, or exchanging products, services, and/or information via computer networks, mostly the Internet and intranets (Turban et al. 2010). It includes digitally enabled commercial transactions between and among organizations and individuals (Turban et al. 2010). E-Commerce is sometimes defined from many other perspectives such as business processes, services, community, collaborative, learning, etc. Since its inception around 1995, E-Commerce sales have shown extraordinary growth worldwide. In spite of some turmoil experienced in the e-commerce business environment (e.g., the market crash in 2000-2001), E-Commerce has survived and has been reinvented twice. According to U.S. Census Bureau, E-Commerce sales was $393,003 million, accounted for 8.08 percent of total retail sales ($4,862,853 millions) in U.S. in 2016, compared to 7.24 percent (of $4,727,427 millions) and 6.48 percent (of $4,639,440 millions) in 2015 and 2014, respectively. It is widely accepted and commonly expected that E-Commerce will continue to grow with even more transitions in the future. As Laudon and Traver (2013) asserted, “the e-commerce revolution is just beginning.”  In this paper, we attempt a time-series analysis of U.S. E-Commerce sales for the period of 1999 - 2015 using the Winters’ Method, one of the forecasting models that take into considerations of trend as well seasonality. We include also quarterly U.S. e-commerce sales projections for the period of 2015 – 2017. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief literature review, Sections 3 describes the forecasting methods used, Section 4 contains the data analyses and major results, and finally, Section 5 completes the paper with summary, discussion and concluding remarks.   
2. Brief Literature Review There are many different kinds of forecasting techniques available and used for studying the patterns, trend, and making projections. Chambers et al. (1971) pointed out that there were three basic types - qualitative techniques, time series analysis and projection, and causal models and discussed how to choose the right forecasting technique. Another comprehensive survey was provided by Armstrong (2001). U.S. Census Bureau has collected/compiled U.S. E-Commerce quarterly sales data since 1999. Consequently for this study we narrow down to time series analysis and projection, which focuses entirely on patterns and pattern changes, and thus 
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relies entirely on historical data (Chambers et al. 1971). Some models for time series data may depend linearly on previous data points. Other models may deal with non-linear dependence of the level of a series on previous data. For more information on nonlinear time series analysis one can refer to Kantz and Schreiber (2003). Exponential smoothing is a commonly used technique for smoothing time series data (Holt 1957). The particular model, the Winters’ method, we use in this study belongs in the category of triple exponential smoothing techniques.  Ariguzo and White (2006) provided a historical foundation by documenting the evolution of E-Commerce models for the first decade (1995 -2005). White and Ariguzo (2011) tested the significance of the rate of growth of U.S. e-commerce for the period 2000-2010 and stated that their results indicated the existence of a significant linear trend model. They also offered total U.S. e-commerce sales projections for the 2011-2013 period. White and Ariguzo (2011) asserted that it was clear that the U.S. e-commerce market warrants further macro-level research. There are also other researches using time-series analysis or other techniques for some particular products or within different time frames. For examples, Dai at al. (2014) combine web search data and structure time series model to predict the women’s clothing sales volume of Taobao, a popular shopping web site in China, Huang et al. (2015) use a novel trigger model for sales Prediction with data mining techniques, Akter and Wamba (2016) explore big data analytics in E-commerce.   
3. Time Series Forecasting Methods There are many time series forecasting methods. From moving average, simple exponential smoothing, exponential smoothing with trend, exponential smoothing with seasonality, to ad hoc forecasting, from simple linear regression, fitting nonlinear relationships, to multiple regression, to name a few. Each of them may have some special characteristics, advantages and disadvantages, and is suitable or appropriate for some applications. We make use of and focus on the Winters’ model because initial exploration and plotting of the data reveal that U.S E-Commerce time series data exhibit some degrees of trend as well as seasonality. In the following, we briefly review and describe the Winters’ model and the forecasting errors and the accuracy criteria to be used. For more details on this technique, one may refer to Winston (2004) or Winters (1960).      
3.1 Basic Notation Let us define the following: X1, X2, …, Xi, … be the observed values of a time series, where Xi is the observed value of the time series at time period i. Fi be the forecast or predicted value for period i.  Fi,1 be the forecast or predicted value for period i+1 made after observing Xi.  N be a positive integer.  p be the number of periods in the length of a seasonal pattern (e.g., p = 12 for monthly data and p = 4 for quarterly data).  
3.2 Moving Average Method The moving average method is one of the most commonly used and easiest methods for forecasting purpose. If the moving average method is utilized,  Fi,1  = average of the last N observed values        = (Xi + Xi-1 + Xi-1 + … + Xi-N+1)/N        (1) 
 
3.3 Simple Exponential Smoothing Simple exponential smoothing method is more suitable when a time series fluctuates around a base level. Let Yi be the smoothed average of a time series after observing i. It is the forecast value of the time series during any future period. Yi = α Xi + (1 - α) Yi-1          (2) where α is used as a smoothing constant (0 < α <1) that smooths out fluctuations or variations in a time series by giving a weight α to the last observation and a weight of 1-α to past smoothed average. It can be shown that  Yi = α Xi + α (1 - α) Xi-1 + α (1 - α)2Xi-2 + …         + α (1 - α)jXi-j+ …            (3) 
 
3.4 Holt’s Method For a time series that displays a linear trend without seasonality, Holt’s method may be more appropriate and often results in better forecasts. Let Bi be the base level and Ti be the per-period trend of the series at the end of the ith period. Bi = α Xi + α (1 - α) (Bi-1 + Ti-1)         (4) Ti = γ (Bi - Bi-1)+ (1 - γ) Ti-1         (5) 
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where α, γ are used as smoothing constants (0 < α < 1, 0 < γ < 1).  
3.5 Winters’ Method It is believed that if a time series exhibits a linear tread with seasonality, Winters’ method often yields good forecasts. Let Si be an estimate of a seasonal multiplicative factor (i.e., multiplier) for period i, obtained after observing Xi.  Bi = α Xi / Si-p + α (1 - α) (Bi-1 + Ti-1)        (6) Ti = γ (Bi - Bi-1) + (1 - γ) Ti-1         (7) Si = δ Xi / Bi + (1 - δ) Si-p          (8) where α, γ, and δ are used as smoothing constants (0 < α < 1, 0 < γ < 1, 0 < δ < 1).  
3.6 Forecasting Errors and Accuracy Criteria  Given a forecast for Xi, let us define Ei be the error in the forecast for Xi. Ei = Xi – (forecast for Xi) = Xi – Fi         (9) Many measures of forecast accuracy can be defined such as mean error, mean absolute error, mean square, root mean square error, mean percentage error, mean absolute percentage error, maximum absolute error, maximum absolute error, etc. Measures like mean error, mean percentage error are rarely used because the positive values and negative values cancel each other out. We chose mean absolute error (or mean absolute percentage error) as the goodness-of-fit measure.  
4. Data Analysis and Results 
4.1 Data Sets U.S. E-Commerce sales data can be found at U.S. Census Bureau Web site or Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Web site. Both not seasonally adjusted and seasonally adjusted data of U.S. total (retail) sales and E-Commerce retail sales are available. U.S. Ecommerce retail sales as a percentage of the total sales can also be found at the Web sites as well. Because Winters’ Method takes into account both tread and seasonality, we logically use the not seasonally adjusted data set displayed in Table 1. Table 1. U.S. E-Commerce Sales 

  
4.2 Model Statistics Some of the widely available software, commercial or free, can be used to conduct the data analysis for our purpose: Dell Statistica and IBM SPSS are just two notable examples. Table 2. provides the major model fit statistics. The R-squared is 0.997 and the sig. is 0.007, which indicates that the Winter’s model fits extremely well. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) are 862.465 and 3.008 percent, respective, which again shows that the model we chose fares well with reasonable forecasting errors.    
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Table 2. Model Statistics 
    

4.3 Exponential Smoothing Model Parameters Exponential smoothing model parameters are summarized in Table 3. The t values for Alpha (Level), Gamma (Trend), and Delta (Season) are 6.032, 2.468, and 3.997, respectively, and the corresponding sig. values are 0.000, 0.016, and 0.000, respectively. This reveals that U.S. E-Commerce sales exhibit (up) trend and seasonality. Table 3. Exponential Smoothing Model Parameters 
   

4.4 Forecasts The model statistics and the t values and the corresponding sig. values for the exponential smoothing model parameters indicate that Winters’ methods fits the data very well and that the Winters’ model that takes into account level, trend, and seasonality is expected to yield good forecasting results. U.S. E-Commerce sales projections for the next two years (8 quarters starting from Quarter 2 of 2015) after the last quarter (Quarter 2 2015) of the data set we used in model fitting are contained in Table 4. The actual U.S. E-Commerce sales (in millions) (U.S. Census Bureau) for the corresponding 8 quarters turned out to be $80,198, $107,433, $85,431, $90,397, $92,644, $122,515, $98,292, and $105,096, respectively, which all falls right in the range of [LCL, UCL] listed in Table 4. Figure 1. displays the U.S. E-Commerce sales from Quarter 4 of 1999 to Quarter 2 of 2015 and the forecasts yielded from the Winters’ model from Quarter 3 of 2015 to Quarter 2 of 2017. Table 4. Forecasts 
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 Figure 1. U.S. E-Commerce Sales (and Forecasts) 1999-2015 (2015-2017)  
5. Summary and Concluding Remarks In this paper, we review one of the forecasting models that take into considerations of level, trend as well seasonality, i.e., the Winters’ method. We also conduct a time-series analysis of U.S E-Commerce retail sales for the period of 1999 - 2015 using the Winters’ Method. The paper also includes quarterly U.S. E-Commerce sales forecasts for the period of 2015 – 2017. We argue that E-Commerce has played an important role in U.S economy and is expected to continue to grow with even more transitions and gain significance in the foreseeable future. As the importance of e-commerce to the success, or sustainability, or even the very survival of the organizations increases as well as the advantages e-business brings, it is of interest or necessary to study the trend and make reasonably accurate and practically useful projections or forecasting for U.S E-Commerce sales. Thought this study and especially by the goodness-of-fit measures resulted from this analysis Winters’ method is shown to be robust because it takes into accounts level, trend, and seasonality. It is therefore recommended as a viable and practical approach that can be used to analyze and project U.S. E-Commerce sales. Future work includes investigation of E-Commerce in the global market or for some important products, alternative methods to analyze and forecast U.S. or global E-Commerce activities, etc. 
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